Dear Dementia Care Professional,

Thank you for your interest in helping individuals with Alzheimer’s/dementia thrive, rather than just survive. The tools and resources in this catalog will help you and your team deliver the highest standard of person-centered dementia care, Dementia Capable Care.

Watch for This Icon

Some of our resources are DCS exclusives and available only through CPI. All the resources in this catalog can be ordered online at crisisprevention.com, by faxing or mailing the Order Form on page 19, or by calling 877.816.4524.

Thank you for joining us in our mission to create a Dementia Capable Society built on the knowledge that persons with dementia can feel joy, fulfillment, and love.

Kim Warchol, OTR/L, DCCT
President and Founder
Dementia Care Specialists

ABOUT US

CPI’s team of Dementia Care Specialists is dedicated to advancing person-centered care for those living with Alzheimer’s/ dementia and other cognitive challenges, and to creating a Dementia Capable Society. The total solutions we offer can help transform staff capabilities and quality of care. Visit crisisprevention.com/dcs to learn more about our staff development opportunities, consulting services, recognition programs, and dementia-related resources.
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Dementia Therapy Resource Kit

This kit contains 10 resources designed to help you get started providing dementia therapy services. Each resource is also sold separately (see pages 4-11), but when you purchase them as a kit, you can save over $95.

Dementia Therapy Resource Kit includes:

- Activity Planning Book
- Dementia Capable Care – A Best-Abilities Approach DVD
- Allen Battery Training DVD
- Cognitive Assessment Tool Guide
- Occupational Therapy Treatment Goals for the Physically and Cognitively Disabled book
- Understanding Cognitive Performance Modes book
- Allen Diagnostic Module (ADM) Canvas Placemat
- Large Allen Cognitive Level Screen (LACLS) tool–ACLS and LACLS Committee approved
- Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 Manual
- Trifold Scoring Card

**DEMENTIA THERAPY RESOURCE KIT CODE:** PKGS0586  $499

**RESOURCE KIT WITH ADM MANUAL** (see page 6) **CODE:** PKGS0691  $675

*Savings calculated over separate, individual purchase prices.*
ASSESSMENT TOOLS AND GUIDES

Allen Diagnostic Module (ADM) Canvas Placemat

This is one of the Allen Battery Assessment tools recommended to assess working memory and other cognitive skills. It is capable to score within the range of Level 3.0 to 4.6. This assessment is to be administered by those who have had training in the Cognitive Disabilities Model. Scoring sheets and other necessary information about the assessment are found within the ADM manual. This kit includes canvas placemats and pre-cut hearts and circles to create up to six placemats. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**CODE:** ASTL0009   $50

**CANVAS PLACEMENT WITH ADM MANUAL** (see page 6)

**CODE:** PKGS0692  $226

Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 Manual

This is an updated and revised version of the manual for administering both ACLS and LACLS. New sections include a history of the Cognitive Disabilities Model, setup of the tools with photos, color-coded administration instructions, revised scoring tables, review of published research, and four appendices with references and resources for practitioners. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**ALLEN COGNITIVE LEVEL SCREEN-5 MANUAL**

**CODE:** ASTL0010   $93.00

**SPECIAL OFFER:**

**ACLS-5 MANUAL WITH LACLS CODE:** PKGS0580   $195

**ACLS-5 MANUAL WITH ACLS CODE:** PKGS0581   $181

**ACLS-5 MANUAL WITH ACLS AND LACLS CODE:** PKGS0582   $237

Allen Diagnostic Module Ribbon Cards

This tool is a weaving task on a precut 5” x 7” greeting card. The assessment allows the administrator to evaluate cognitive skills, such as attention and problem solving, in individual or group settings. 10 ribbon combinations allow for individual preferences. Kits include slit cards, envelopes, and pre-cut ribbon. Patterns may vary. Order glue separately. Assesses levels 4.0 to 5.0 when using the standardized instructions, scoring, and rating criteria from the Allen Diagnostic Module.

**CODE:** ASTL0019   $47 (PACK OF 10)
Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS/LACLS)

The Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS) is also referred to as the leather lacing tool. The screen is used to obtain a quick measure of global cognitive processing capacities, learning potential, and performance abilities, and to detect unrecognized or suspected problems related to functional cognition. The screen is available in a standard 3.75 x 4.75 size (ACLS) and a larger 5.75 x 7.00 size (LACLS) for persons with vision or hand function problems. The larger version (LACLS) is also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

LACLS CODE: PKGS0650 $102
ACLS CODE: PKGS0649 $88

ACLS REPLACEMENT NEEDLE

This Jumbo Perma Lok Needle is the replacement needle for the Allen Cognitive Level Screening Test (leather lacing tool).

CODE: ASTL0025 $5

LACLS REPLACEMENT KIT

This replacement kit is for the “ACLS and LACLS Committee approved” Large Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 (LACLS). Includes one shoelace to replace the running stitch task and 60” lace to replace whipstitch and/or the single cordovan stitch tasks a total of four times.

CODE: ASTL0022 $15

ACLS REPLACEMENT KIT

This replacement kit is for the “ACLS and LACLS Committee approved” Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 (ACLS). Includes 72 waxed linen threads to replace the running stitch task and 60” lace to replace the whipstitch and/or single cordovan stitch tasks a total of four times.

CODE: ASTL0023 $13
ASSESSMENT TOOLS AND GUIDES

Trifold Scoring Card
This useful resource is a pocket-sized companion to the Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS) and Large Allen Cognitive Level Screen (LACLS) tools. Portable and reusable, the Trifold Scoring Card features the scoring tables from the Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 Manual. Folds to 4.75 x 8.50.

**CODE:** TRTL0021  **QTY.**  **PRICE**
1-9  $9 EACH
10+  $8 EACH

**Get this product FREE!** One Trifold Scoring Card is shipped with each ACLS/LACLS or ACLS/LACLS package.

Allen Diagnostic Module Instruction Manual, 2nd Ed.
Therapists will be able to appraise the usefulness of each of 35 activities by reading the instruction manual. The manual describes standardized procedures for making samples, setting up group and individual sessions, giving instructions, giving prompts or cues, and rating behavior. Also includes score sheets and rating criteria, all contained in a loose-leaf binder that allows you to add pages. Craft materials for each of the 35 activities to be ordered separately.

**CODE:** ASTL0020  $176

Allen Battery Training DVD
This DVD contains a brief overview of the Allen Cognitive Levels and the abilities associated with each, an introduction to the Allen Battery Assessment Tools, demonstrations of how to administer and interpret the Allen Diagnostic Module (ADM) Canvas Placemat and ACLS (leather lacing tool), and a review of how to administer the RTI (Routine Task Inventory). 70 minutes. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**CODE:** DVOS0064  $68
Understanding Cognitive Performance Modes

This book can be used to validate scoring of the Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS), the Routine Task Inventory (RTI), and/or the ADM placemat test, and it is used to assist with functional maintenance program design for caregivers. The book organizes the cognitive performance modes from 1.0 through 6.0, with the names and descriptions of the performance modes and the amount of assistance required for the individual to engage in various tasks. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**CODE:** PBOK0029   $52

Structures of the Cognitive Performance Modes

In this clinical resource, author Claudia Allen, OTR, presents behaviors in the form of actions, activities, treatment methods, and safety precautions. Designed to help you get to the essence of the underlying mental operations that guide performance, the book describes the cognitive structures that are used to guide those operations or behaviors. Organized by mode, the book is easy to use and was written as a companion to *Understanding Cognitive Performance Modes* (above).

**CODE:** PBOK0030   $47

Cognitive Assessment Tool Guide

This tool is designed to help identify a person's cognitive status when using the Allen Cognitive Assessment Battery or the Adapted FAST. The clinician is guided through the process of extracting key observations from activity performance in order to identify indicators of a person's dementia stage/Allen level. Further Allen Assessments can confirm the score. Scoring is simple, as the client may be functioning at the highest stage in which the majority of boxes (representing a functional ability observed) are checked. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**PAD OF 50 SHEETS CODE:** ASTL0001 $12.50

**SPECIAL OFFER:** FIVE OR MORE PADS $11.50
DEMENTIA-FOCUSED TOOLS

Quick Tips Yellow Laminated Card
This handy reference guide helps dementia care staff remember the six Allen levels and modes and the translation into level of assist. Laminated for durability, this valuable assessment tool includes tips for documentation.

CODE: TRTL0015   $6.50

A Cognitive Link: Managing Problematic Bodily Behavior
This spiral-bound book is for health care professionals and caregivers who need to fully understand how bodily behavior can be cognitively restricted by brain pathology and what needs to be done to allow people to function to the best of their ability. DCS advises this book be read in conjunction with Allen’s Cognitive Levels: Meeting the Challenges of Client Focused Services (see below). Both books are for health care professionals working in the tertiary, primary, and community care sectors.

CODE: PBOK0033   $70

Allen’s Cognitive Levels: Meeting the Challenges of Client Focused Services (2nd Edition)
This guide makes it easy to scan information concerning each Allen Cognitive Level and Mode of Function. It provides information on the primary concepts and terminology that intermesh the Allen Cognitive Levels with the Dynamic Complex Theory, giving a broader perspective and interaction between the OT, PT, and the client’s changing experiences. The guide is particularly useful when documenting official chart information in hospitals, residential care facilities, and other health care environments.

CODE: PBOK0034   $70
The Garden Book: Stage-Specific Therapeutic Gardening Activities for Older Adults and Persons With Dementia

This collection is designed for therapists who serve the elderly. Each gardening activity includes a complete description, a list of needed supplies, and directions on how to adapt the activity for each stage of dementia. It includes recommendations for gardening tools, equipment, and vendors who are helpful when working with persons with disabilities. An ideal tool for therapists or activity professionals.

**CODE:** PBOK0032   $48

Activity Planning Book

This manual is a tremendous resource for an activity director, therapist, or any team member who engages individuals with dementia in activities. With more than 75 activities adapted for Early, Middle, Late, and End Stage dementia, this is a necessary tool for any long-term care, dementia-focused living environment. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

**CODE:** PBOK0027   $48
DEMENTIA-FOCUSED TOOLS

Therapy Screening Form

This two-part carbonless form aids the therapist when screening to pick up new clients on their caseload. Allen training elements and current reimbursement guidelines are incorporated in this screening tool.

PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0011   $20
SPECIAL OFFER: FIVE OR MORE PACKS OF 50   $18 EACH

Nursing Care Partner Screening Form

This two-part carbonless form helps nursing care partners identify a resident who could benefit from therapy services. It is designed to bridge the knowledge gap to increase referrals.

PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0002   $20
SPECIAL OFFER: FIVE OR MORE PACKS OF 50   $18 EACH

Maintenance Program Form

Designing a maintenance program has never been easier. This form enables a therapist to create a quality maintenance program to share with team members and/or families. The three-part carbonless form is pre-loaded with common caregiver approaches and environmental recommendations to match a specific Allen level. Some customization is allowed. Available for Allen levels 1–4.

LEVEL 1 PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0003   $33
LEVEL 2 PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0004   $33
LEVEL 3 PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0005   $33
LEVEL 4 PACK OF 50 CODE: ASTL0006   $33
SPECIAL OFFER: FIVE OR MORE PACKS OF ANY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM FORM   $30 EACH

Forms are also available electronically. Call 877.816.4524 for details.
CPI’s Guides for Families and Friends

These new guides help families and friends improve their use of proactive, respectful, and person-centered strategies to support and interact with people who have dementia. Use these within your place of employment, church, community group, or civic organization. Sold separately in packages of 10. For more information, visit crisisprevention.com/families.

CHANGING OUR PERCEPTIONS OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE DEMENTIA CODE: BROC0080

SOME REALITIES OF SUPPORTING LOVED ONES WHO HAVE DEMENTIA CODE: BROC0081

IMPROVING OUR COMMUNICATION WITH PEOPLE WHO HAVE DEMENTIA CODE: BROC0082

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume Discounts</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3 pkgs</td>
<td>$21/pk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9 pkgs</td>
<td>$20/pk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+ pkgs</td>
<td>$19/pk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dementia Capable Care – A Best Abilities Approach

This inspiring DVD provides education about Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias and demonstrates the abilities and deficits associated with each stage of dementia. Watch and learn as Kim Warchol, OTR/L, and Caroline Copeland, OTR/L, lead ADL and leisure activities at an adapted level to promote successful participation and maximum functional levels. This is a helpful staff training tool. 107 minutes. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

CODE: DVDS0063   $90

Occupational Therapy Treatment Goals for the Physically and Cognitively Disabled

This essential resources book contains the RTI assessment, theory research, in-depth information on levels and modes, original Cognitive Performance Test, cognitive activity analysis, and much more. Also available as part of the Dementia Therapy Resource Kit (see page 3).

CODE: PBOK0028   $80

Prices now include standard shipping within the continental US and Canada.
The Foundation-Building Tool for Every Dementia Capable Care Participant.

Foundation Course Workbook

Dementia Capable Care Certified Instructors know the value of the Foundation Course Participant Workbook and why it is required for every team member who attends the course. Within each workbook is the Blue Card™ completion card, signed by both the Certified Instructor and participant.

The CPI Blue Card™ represents completion of Dementia Capable Care coursework and includes a code that is unique to each participant. Participants use that code to take the Dementia Care Specialist Certification exam, as it verifies their eligibility to earn this certification.

During training, it is an essential tool that keeps participants focused on content. The guided note-taking format allows adult learners to write less and learn more, and keeps them engaged in the active learning process.

In addition to all the course content, each workbook contains a Personal Client Case Study, which guides participants through the process of designing a treatment plan for one of their most challenging cases. Back in the workplace, they will be able to use this as a model to extend to all their clients.

Valuable Take-Away Resource

After training, care partners and therapists can use their workbooks as a reliable resource to review critical course content, including:

- Philosophical and Theoretical Frameworks
- ADRD and Cognition
- Best Ability to Function
- Stages of Dementia
- Assessment Tools
- Communication and Behavior in Dementia Care
- Supporting Families

CODE: PWKB0145

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–24</td>
<td>$37 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–49</td>
<td>$33 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–124</td>
<td>$28 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125–249</td>
<td>$24 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250+</td>
<td>$20 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available only to Dementia Capable Care Certified Instructors.

The workbook is required for all Foundation Course participants, so be sure to take advantage of volume discounts and always keep plenty on hand.
Build a Person-Centered Dementia Care Team.

**Dementia Capable Care**

This unique staff development opportunity empowers dementia care staff to work cohesively to provide care based on an individual’s best ability to function. The course content is rooted in Claudia Allen’s Cognitive Disabilities Model, the Theory of Retrogenesis, and Kitwood’s Person-Centered Care.

The training gives staff the practical skills and confidence to help clients thrive, rather than just survive, and to make tangible improvements to an organization’s memory care program.

Staff development options include:

**EARN DEMENTIA CARE SPECIALIST CERTIFICATION**

*One-Day Foundation Course*

The *Foundation Course* focuses on fundamental concepts and gives you the skills to provide the highest quality of dementia care. Complete this course and pass an online post-test within six months to earn Dementia Care Specialist Certification.

**EARN DEMENTIA CARE SPECIALIST CERTIFICATION AND BECOME AN INSTRUCTOR**

*Three-Day Instructor Program (Train the Trainer)*

This program begins on the third day. Completing this course gives you authorization to teach the *Foundation Course* within your organization and give your colleagues the opportunity to earn Dementia Care Specialist certification.

All training programs are delivered at select locations throughout the year, and we can also bring any course directly to your facility. For additional information, visit crisisprevention.com/dcs.
THERAPIST TRAINING

Empower Therapists
Our therapy training educates therapists to use Allen’s Cognitive Disabilities Model to evaluate and treat individuals with chronic cognitive impairment related to Alzheimer’s/dementia.

EARN DEMENTIA CARE SPECIALIST CERTIFICATION

One-Day Foundation Course
The first day of training focuses on fundamental concepts and gives you the skills to provide the highest quality of dementia care. Complete this course and pass an online post-test within six months to earn Dementia Care Specialist Certification.

Two-Day Foundation and Dementia Therapy Applications Course
The second day builds on the fundamental concepts, providing therapists with specific skills on how to evaluate and treat persons at all cognitive levels, and how to unlock the keys to documentation and reimbursement.

Therapists learn how to identify and treat clients who have chronic, progressive dementia as a primary diagnosis or a complicating factor and how to develop reimbursable maintenance programs. This two-day course provides opportunities for practical application of new skills through participation in case studies, activities, and discussion, and includes an introduction to how to administer and score the Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS).

TWO-DAY DEMENTIA THERAPY INTERMEDIATE COURSE

Build your skills and confidence through a greater level of understanding and exploration
This course is designed for therapists who have completed the Foundation and Dementia Therapy Applications Course and have some experience using the Allen battery assessments and model in practice. This training facilitates greater confidence and competence in identifying Allen Cognitive Levels and in treating and documenting for those with chronic, progressive dementias. Through participation in case studies, therapists learn how to provide appropriate treatment strategies for persons with Alzheimer’s/dementia who also have comorbid conditions such as psychiatric illness or behavior complications. This course also includes an introduction to administration and scoring of an ADM assessment and qualifies participants to earn Dementia Capable Care Therapist (DCCT) recognition. For more information, please visit bit.ly/2jYJoeS.
These Three *Dementia Capable Care* Programs Meet the Alzheimer’s Association’s Dementia Care Practice Recommendations

1. **Dementia Capable Care: Foundation Course.** The dementia curriculum, *Dementia Capable Care: Foundation Course*, has been reviewed by the Alzheimer’s Association® and meets the Alzheimer’s Association’s Dementia Care Practice Recommendations in all 10 topic areas:
   - Alzheimer’s and Dementia Disease Awareness
   - Strategies for Caring for the Person with Dementia
   - Communication and Understanding Behavior
   - Social Needs and Activities
   - Eating Well
   - Reducing Pain
   - Falls
   - Wandering
   - Restraint-Free Care
   - End-of-Life Care

2. **Dementia Capable Care: Care Partner Applications.** The dementia curriculum, *Dementia Capable Care: Care Partner Applications*, has been reviewed by the Alzheimer’s Association® and meets the Alzheimer’s Association’s Dementia Care Practice Recommendations in the following topics:
   - Alzheimer’s and Dementia Disease Awareness
   - Strategies for Caring for the Person with Dementia
   - Communication and Understanding Behavior
   - Social Needs and Activities
   - Eating Well
   - Falls
   - Wandering

3. **Dementia Capable Care: Dementia Therapy Applications.** The dementia curriculum, *Dementia Capable Care: Dementia Therapy Applications*, has been reviewed by the Alzheimer’s Association® and meets the Alzheimer’s Association’s Dementia Care Practice Recommendations in all 10 topic areas:
   - Alzheimer’s and Dementia Disease Awareness
   - Strategies for Caring for the Person with Dementia
   - Communication and Understanding Behavior
   - Social Needs and Activities
   - Eating Well
   - Reducing Pain
   - Falls
   - Wandering
   - Restraint-Free Care
   - End-of-Life Care

*Date of Review Completion: July 13, 2016. Review is applicable until July 13, 2018. For more information, visit www.alz.org.*
Honoring Passion, Heart, and Skills

We offer valuable industry recognition for achieving specific standards in dementia care. Our recognitions motivate and reward individuals and publicly acknowledge and celebrate facilities that reach high levels of memory care expertise.

We established these awards to recognize those who have demonstrated a strong record of leadership and dedication, and who are committed to ensuring a higher quality of care for those with Alzheimer’s/dementia.

RECOGNITION PROGRAMS

For individuals:

- **Dementia Care Specialist Certification.** For administrators; facility educators; dementia program directors; nurses; CNAs; social workers; and activities, dietary, housekeeping, and other support staff.

- **Dementia Capable Care Therapist.** For occupational therapists and assistants, speech-language pathologists, and physical therapists and assistants.

For organizations:

- **Dementia Capable Society Leader.** For organizations that demonstrate a commitment to high-quality, person-centered dementia care.

- **Distinguished Provider.** Reserved for those facilities that have fully implemented the Warchol Best-Abilities Care Model, a system of care that helps residents feel the greatest level of function, safety, vitality, and self-worth.

Please visit crisisprevention.com/honor for more information about our recognition programs. To review our online registry and meet our recipients, visit bit.ly/2jOT4Ev.
CONSULTING SERVICES

BEYOND STAFF DEVELOPMENT:
Preparing your organization to deliver best-in-class memory care.

What you need:

✓ Unified goals and vision for success.
✓ A supportive, dementia-friendly environment.
✓ Care program processes, systems, and tools.
✓ A *Dementia Capable Care*, specially-trained workforce.
✓ Quality assurance tools to ensure sustainability of the program.

With extensive experience in memory care, business development, and therapeutic interventions, we offer expertise to help dementia care professionals, therapy providers, home health agencies, adult day care, and long-term care facilities achieve their goals. Available to consult on a wide range of projects, we help improve professional skills, enhance programs or services, work in concert with all stakeholders to develop a state-of-the-art memory facility, and much more.

Consulting solutions may include:

• **Business Development**: Providing insight into internal and external memory care markets, to determine what services will make your community a market leader.

• **Environmental Design**: Working alongside your architecture and design team to create dementia-supportive and functional spaces for residents and staff.

• **Memory Care Programming**: Implementing our comprehensive and evidence-based *Warchol Best-Abilities Care Model*®SM, or working within your already established system to enhance its success.

• **Staff Development**: Training your interdisciplinary team in *Dementia Capable Care*, recognized by the Alzheimer’s Association® and the only program that meets their Dementia Practice Recommendations in all 10 categories.

• **Recognition and Certification**: Ensuring your staff and community get the validation they deserve through programs like Dementia Care Specialist Certification and Distinguished Provider Recognition.

• **Assessment and Audit Solutions**: Preparing your community for industry benchmarks such as Joint Commission Memory Care Accreditation and Dementia Care Survey.

Visit crisisprevention.com/dcs for more information about consulting services or call 877.816.4524.
FAQs ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS

Q: Which product do you recommend for those who are new to this material and want to start using it at their long-term care facility?
A: The Dementia Therapy Resource Kit. This kit contains 10 resources designed to help you get started providing dementia therapy services. Each resource is also sold separately, but when you purchase the kit, you save over $95.

Q: What’s new about the Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 Manual (Item ASTL0010)?
A: This is an updated and revised version of the manual for administering both ACLS and LACLS. This version presents new information to facilitate greater accuracy in setup, administration, scoring, documentation, and readiness for research.

New sections include definition of functional cognition, history of the Cognitive Disabilities Model, setup of the tools with photos, color-coded administration instructions, revised scoring tables, the ability to assign and interpret scores, a review of published research, and four appendices with references and resources for practitioners. The manual is a spiral-bound notebook that comes with a clear plastic pouch to hold your ACLS or LACLS tool.

Due to the extensive improvements and enhanced content, there has been a price increase; however, converting to this version is critical. The Allen Cognitive Network Board recommends the test administrator document which version of the manual is being used during testing.

Q: Are there scoring sheets provided with the ADM Canvas Placemat?
A: Scoring sheets and guidance for the ADM Canvas Placemat (and several other craft activities) are in the ADM manual.

For additional frequently asked questions about Dementia Care Specialists products, visit crisisprevention.com/dcs.

COURSE CONTENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL DISCLOSURES

Dementia Capable Care training focuses primarily on the theoretical frameworks of Claudia Allen’s Cognitive Disabilities Model and Dr. Barry Reisberg’s Theory of Retrogenesis. There will be limited to no additional theories presented. There is an emphasis on the functional cognitive assessments associated with the Cognitive Disabilities Model and limited information on the assessments designed by Dr. Barry Reisberg. There will be limited to no additional cognitive assessments presented. The course also describes person-centered care. This product catalog is a convenient resource provided to support the courses taught, not for the sole purpose of product promotions and sales.

Two-Day Foundation and Dementia Therapy Applications Course
Training Instructors: Chris Ebell, OT/L, Sharon Host, OTR/L, and Kate Keefe, OTR/L. For Instructional Personnel Information and Disclosure(s), please visit cpisite.com/disclosure.

Two-Day Foundation and Care Partner Applications Course
Training Instructors: Chris Ebell, OT/L, Chris Damon, M.F.C.S., Gerontology; M.S. Ed., Adult Continuing Education, Sharon Host, OTR/L, Tammy Milne, Lesley Rynders, Sharon Jackson, and Kate Keefe, OTR/L. For Instructional Personnel Information and Disclosure(s), please visit cpisite.com/disclosure.

Two-Day Dementia Therapy Intermediate Course
Training Instructors: Kim Warchol, OTR/L, Chris Ebell, OT/L, Sharon Host, OTR/L, and Kate Keefe, OTR/L. For Instructional Personnel Information and Disclosure(s), please visit cpisite.com/disclosure.
ORDER FORM

1. Please complete your “Ship To” and “Bill To” information.

Ship To:

Name
Email:
Ship to Attn:
Facility
Address (No PO Boxes)
City
State Zip Country
Phone Contact Person

Bill To: (if different from Ship To address)

Name
Email:
Bill to Attn:
Facility
Address (No PO Boxes)
City
State Zip Country
Phone Contact Person

2. Please list the resources we can provide for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Extended Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Sales Tax

US Sales Tax (products only): For the following states, please remit appropriate sales tax: AL, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, HI, IL, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NM, NY, OH, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, TX, VA, WA, WI, and WV.

Prices now include standard shipping.

4. Please select your method of payment.

- Purchase Order Enclosed PO#
- Check Enclosed Check#  
- Bill My Organization (I am authorized to purchase)  
- Credit Card  
  - □ Personal  
  - □ Corporate

Credit Card Number Exp. Date

Signature

Prices subject to change.

CPI’s Customer Care Guarantee: If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you may return it for a full refund within 45 days of receipt. All returns must be in resalable condition. Shipping and handling charges are not refundable. To initiate a return, please call our office to obtain a Return Goods Authorization Form, which must accompany all returns.

Four Ways to Order

1. Online at crisisprevention.com

2. Fax Order Form with payment information to: 414.979.7098 any hour of the day.

3. Toll-Free 877.816.4524 / 888.758.6048 TTY  
   (Deaf, hard of hearing, or speech impaired)  
   (US or Canada) M-F 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (CT)

4. Mail Order Form with payment information to:  
   CPI  
   10850 W. Park Place, Suite 600  
   Milwaukee, WI 53224

Priority Code: DCS0117CAT

Prices now include standard shipping within the continental US and Canada.